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Tne effectivene3s of punishment as a means to induce, rule-

following and self-control in young children has long been assumed.

Certainly, such a conclusion seems warranted for, in daily interact-

iona with 'children, parents and teachers note that spolding,

spanking and assorted other verbally or physically punitive techniques

often-produce immediatelyappare.nt changes in the child's behavior.

A normal childwho is spanked when detected playing with matche .,. will

probably not engage in such bena/i:41r again when the punishing agent

is present. The effectiveness -)f any disciplinary tactic must be

measured, in part, by the influence of the,tactic at the time of its

administration. 7.1ever, the true t.st of anY disciplinary technique

is whether i influences the child's behavior after its administra-

tion and wnen the child is not under the supervision of the punishing

agent.

Recent research in child psychology has found that, in general,

while varlJal or-physical punishment do caLse the chi)(1 to be a

better rule-folloer whn in the presence of the punishing agent,

the chilc.1 is not a1' 1ik.1y to '.3low continued self-control when

the agent is absent. There is a body of evidence which even suggests

that punishment can lead to levels of deviant behavior above the pre-

punishment level %dien ounihment is the'nrimary tactic used in

disciplining the child (e.g., ,t'lllonlIr!rci and Sperry, 191). Further,

the punished child is likely to.exhibit increases in his genera]:

aggression level, his resentment of the punishf.,ig agent and his

alienation from that agent after such a disciplinary encounter--

reactions.that reduce further the notential effect of the disciplinary

agent (Parke, 1972). Mile the provision of reasons or rationales

for rule-following !w:s been shown to increasethe liklihood' f con-

'tinued self-control i.1 youngchildren following punishment ( . . ,

Parke, 1969), clearly, alternative, non-punitive-techniques of
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increasing the child's self-control must be developed and their

_effectiveness assessed in the most objective manner possible.

Two recent research efforts have sought to assess the effect

of the disciplinary,technique of peer modeling on the self-control'

displuyed by young children wh71 no authority figure is present.

In the first study, executed in collaboration with. Dr. Ross

Parke of the University of Illinois and Dr. Stt:_:ven Yuen of*the

University of WisconSin, the effect of observing the rule-following

behavior cf a neer model on thc observing child's subsequent self-

control wa3 as.sessed. Prez;chool and second- and third-grade boys

from middle class homes who were individually exposed to -a televised

peer model reLdsting the temptation to play with attractive, hut

prohibitcl toys were far more likely to follow the rule during a

period of isolation after viewing the Model than were boys exposed

to a contiCi film on television that depicted no rule-following

model, even though all of the children had been told not to .:ouch

the toy's. To as'sesS the potential long-term effect of this brief

vieWing experiehca, each child was again left with the prohibited

toys one week after seeing the Mcel. They. were'not reminded of the

rule against toy touchin5 nor were they re-exposed to the model.

It was found that, although the overall level of toy Iouching

increased slightly., those boys who saw the rule-following model were

still much lass'likely to touch the tcys when alone than wereboys
\`

Zni. did nct see the rdel.

The results of t-ie first study (Toner, Parke, & Yussen, 1977)

clearly demonstrated the efficacy of the use of the peer model in

promoting long-lasting self-control in young children." Extrapolating

from other research on Amitation with children, it is likely that

rule-following adult models can serve the same purpose as the rule-

following-peer of this study. In the classroom and in the hoMe,
A



exposing. a child to peers and teachers/parents w11 follow rules can

increase rulefollowinq in childrn. The first stnev alqc rrovided

the tollowing-information regarding this technique of exposing. child-

ren to rule-following models:

(aY :iounger children are more susceptible to the influence
f the models than older children;'

(b) highlighting the behavior of the model by letting the
observing child act out the tehavior of the model dur-
ing exposure greatly increases the liklihood that
younger children will learn from the model, and

(c) exposure to,a self-controlling model,who follows rules
of his/har own volition is far more effective in pro-
moting long-lastihg self-control in younger children
than exposure to a model who simply follows rules out-
of obe:alence to a supervising authority figure.

As an adjunct to the first study, a recent research effort

excuco(i in rJ ini c- with s. Laura Loore of the univeLSity of

North Carolina at Charlotte and 1:idet- of tho VAlivr4rsity

of .1innasota, invectigat6d the effect of Laving a young child serve

as a rule-following modal for other children on the model's own

subsequent rule-followig. First- and second-gracle boys from middle

class homes were assigned to-one of three types of experiences. One

experience involved informing each child tha-t he was going to serve

as a model of lule-following behavior for children at another school.

A portai-de television camera would suppc3edly'convey the child's

image to the other children,while he resisted the temptation t

touch a set of attractive, but prohibited toys. The camera was turned

on and eae: -child assigned to this experience demonstrated rule-

following behavior. Following t%is experience, each child was

observed while alone with tne ys to determine how much rule-follo-

wing he himself would exhibit. boys a.signed to the second

experience were told that they-were to serve as mcdels of rule-

followina for thr iik but, through not fault of their own,

wiey were unable to actually serve as models. Each child' in this

condition was then left with the to!s'and observed. Boys in a third
5
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gr6up were individually leTt with the toys without any mention of

serving as a model for others. Even though all of the boys_were told_

not to touch the toys, boys who were told that they would serve as

models of rule-following fer others touched the toys half as much

when alcne as did boys not told that they would serve as models.

21erely informing the child that he was to be a modt-1 or good behavior

was sufficient reduce his deviation from the prohibition. Further;

boys who actually served as models of rulefollowing touched the tovs

about one-tenth as much as did'boys who v!ere not told that-they would

serve as ITodelJ.

The results of t.he scend ;ZUv (Toner, Eoore, & Kidder, 1976)

demonstratej the efficacy of having the child serve as a model of

rule-folloing behavior -For other children on increasing the model's

own se1f-c6ntrol. However, it was found that this effect was limited

to middle class children. The entire study was re-executed with

disadvantaged children and thereas no significant difference be-

tween boys in the three experimental conditions with this s-,1e,

tur. ± t : that there are non-punitive-

disci71inar: ; L'Iat can incrrL:

Me first studyd.c.::,-;nstrated the potential benefit to children of

watching rule-following models. The second study demonstrated the

Pccential benefit to children of serving as rule-following models.

Since the technique advocated herein does not involve punishment at

all when properly administered, it may avoid some, of the undersirable

side effects associated with punishment, such as increases in the

child's aggression, :::65entment, and alienation. Yet, this conclusion

must include a note of caution. The peer modeling technique has yet

to be shown to be effective with all children. Disadvantaged child-

ren, for example, were not influenced by the experiences in the secon

study. 'Therefore, the technique of peer modeling should not 6
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necessarily be considered as the best alternative to punishment for

all children, .Disadvantaged children, whose disciplinary history

is often largely ona of unelaborated punishment from authority

figures (Hess & Shipman, 1967) cannot always be.expected tD respond

to the sub#tleties of peer modeling. It is proper to conclude that

peer modeling can work quite well for children. However, the child-

ren must be prepared to learn from the beer model. In the final

analysis, the use of this disciplinary technique, as with any tech-

nique, must be adapted to the needs and capabilities of the individ-.

ual cRild in order to maximize its effectiveness jn promoting

lasting selfcontrol in the child.
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